AAD Official Exhibit Suppliers

Academy exhibitors may be solicited for tradeshow/convention services by a company or companies who are not affiliated in any way with the American Academy of Dermatology (AAD). The Academy cannot substantiate the products/services of any unaffiliated suppliers.

Look for this Logo on official Academy supplier correspondence.

Official Suppliers
Advertising Opportunities
- Hotel Branding.................. Ascend Media, LLC
- Digital Booth .................. ACT ExpoCad
- Convention Center .............. Envision by Freeman
Air Freight Services ............. EAX Worldwide
Audio Visual Services............ Encore
Booth Cleaning .................. Freeman
Booth Labor ..................... Freeman
Catering Services ............... Aramark
Computer Rental ................. Encore
Custom Furniture ............... Freeman
Electrical ........................ Edlen Electrical
Floral Service ..................... National Plant and Floral
Ground Carrier .................. Freeman Exhibit Transportation
Insurance Service ............... Rain Protection Insurance
Internet/Telephone Service ...... SmartCity
Lead Retrieval Service .......... Maritz Global Events
Official Contractor ............. Freeman
Official Facility ................. Tampa Convention Center
Photography Services .......... Oscar & Associates
Security Service ............... TBA

REMINDER
Maritz Global Events (MGE, formerly Experient) is the official housing provider for the 2023 AAD Innovation Academy Meeting in Tampa, FL. The AAD has worked diligently with the hotels in Tampa to establish room blocks for attendees and exhibitors. Improper solicitation of hotel reservations from any company or housing provider other than Maritz Global Events is not approved by AAD. Reservations made by unaffiliated organizations may appear to be for lower rates, however they may be illegitimate, have unreasonable cancellation or change penalties, or be completely non-refundable. Please be aware of and report any unauthorized solicitation to AAD.

For your own protection, please do not make reservations through any unknown housing or travel company. If you receive a phone call or email from any company that is not our official housing provider, Maritz Global Events, please contact the Academy immediately at exhibits@aad.org.